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got more and more exciting until it dawned on me howCurious Seymour
many people were doing the same things...º (Phage and
the Origins of Molecular Biology edited by John Cairns,
Time, Love, Memory: A Great Biologist and His Gunther Stent, and James Watson). He abandoned rII
Quest for the Origins of Behavior and changed direction drastically once again. Benzer
By Jonathan Weiner had been fascinated by how different the personalities
New York: Random House (1999). 300 pp. $27.50 of his two daughters were. Since they grew up in a
similar environment, he reasoned that there must be a
genetic component to their personalities. For his nextIn his superb biography of Albert Einstein, Subtle Is the
quest, he sought to understand the connections be-Lord..., Abraham Pais wrote that if he had to characterize
tween genes, the brain, and behavior. In 1965 he re-Einstein with one single word, he would choose apart-
turned to Caltech to spend a sabbatical year in Rogerness. The same word would be well suited to character-
Sperry's lab to find the right experimental system withize the science of Seymour Benzer, for Benzer prefers
which to start his work. He considered a variety of crea-to work in terra incognita and dislikes crowded fields.
tures but eventually settled on Drosophila. The luckyIn the book Time, Love, Memory: A Great Biologist and
coincidence that the Caltech fly room was right nextHis Quest for the Origins of Behavior, Jonathan Weiner
door to Sperry's lab might have played a significant rolesucceeds in providing a vivid portrait of this remarkably
in Benzer's choice. Ever since Thomas Morgan movedoriginal scientist.
his fabled fly room from Columbia University to CaltechWeiner gives Benzer's life history and provides the
in 1928, Caltech has been a mecca for fly genetics. Atessential scientific background. Benzer started his sci-
the time of Benzer's sabbatical, the reigning ªLords ofentific career at Purdue University as a graduate student
the Flyº at Caltech were Alfred Sturtevant and Ed Lewis.in pretransistor solid state physics. His work on semi-
Lewis and Benzer are well-known owls, both doing theirconductors in the early 1940s contributed to the subse-
serious work in the middle of night. From time to time,quent development of the transistor. In 1946, a friend
Benzer would drop by Lewis' fly room late in the night,gave him a copy of Erwin SchroÈ dinger's book What Is
and Lewis was instrumental in helping Benzer gettingLife?, which described the physical nature of genes as
started with flies.the great unsolved mystery of biology. The book cap-
In 1967, Benzer joined the Caltech faculty and hastured the imagination of many young scientists (espe-
been there ever since. He quickly made an auspiciouscially physicists) of that era. Inspired by the book, Benzer
start in his new research area; that year he published aenrolled in the summer course on Phage organized by
stunning paper in Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, ªBehav-Max DelbruÈ ck at Cold Spring Harbor. After one day at the
ioral mutant of Drosophila isolated by countercurrentcourse, Benzer says he became induced, transformed,
distribution.º In typical Benzer style, he designed a sim-determined, and committed to be a biologist.
ple and elegant assay with a countercurrent machineFor the next few years, although Benzer was nominally
that allowed him to isolate single gene mutants defectivein the Purdue Physics department, he led a nomad's life
in phototactic behavior. The work showed that one canworking on phage with DelbruÈ ck at Caltech, then with
treat a fly as an ªatom of behaviorº and profoundlyAndre Lwoff, Francois Jacob, and Jacques Monod at
change its behavior by introducing single-gene muta-the Pasteur Institute. In 1953, Benzer returned to Purdue
tions. This paper helped to attract some talented butshortly after Watson and Crick discovered the double
sometimes eccentric students and postdocs to join hishelix structure of DNA. There he made his first seminal
endeavor to dissect behavior genetically.discovery.
The years from 1967 to about 1980 were Benzer'sPreviously, classical geneticists thought that the gene
behavior genetics period. During that time, there waswas an indivisible unit of genetic material that is passed
an ªanything goesº spirit in his lab because the fieldfrom parents to progeny, and that during crossing-over
was so wide open and because Benzer's curiosity wasthe chromosome always breaks between genes. Benzer
(and still is) enormous. He and his disciples workedreasoned that if Watson and Crick's model is correct,
on a wide range of problems by isolating single-genethen each gene is not a mathematical point but a linear
mutations affecting various behaviors. Some of thosesegment, and that crossing-over should be able to occur
mutants appeared mundane from the point of view ofwithin a gene. Based on his study of phage mutants in
behavior, but the studies of those mutants initiated inthe rII region, he realized that he had an extraordinarily
his lab contributed significantly to other areas of neuro-sensitive and simple assay to detect extremely rare
biology. For example, two of his students, Bill Harriscrossing-over (recombination) events within a gene. He
and Don Ready, discovered and analyzed the mutantdevoted the next 10 years to the analysis of rII region,
sevenless, which is defective in phototaxis. The sev-produced the first fine map of a gene, showed that a
enless mutant causes the R7 photoreceptor to changesingle base pair of nucleotide is the unit of recombina-
its cell fate into a nonneuronal cell. This gene providedtion, and bridged the gap between classical genetics
a crucial starting point for the very successful study ofand DNA structure.
Drosophila eye development and cell fate specificationIn the mid-1960s Benzer's interest in rII suddenly
waned as the field became crowded. He said ªThis all by induction. Another example is the Shaker mutant,
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which exhibits seizure-like behavior under ether anes- characterizations: Benzer's wicked sense of humor and
thesia. The Shaker mutant proved to have quite an im- his unbridled curiosity about not only science but also
pact on the ion channel field. food, film, and anything behind a closed door; the rant-
Weiner's book focuses on three of the most fascinat- ing, passionate, and borderline maniacal style of Jeff
ing types of mutants found during this period: ªTimeº Hall; the Yoda-like Ed Lewis; and so on. There are some
mutants that have an altered circadian clock, ªLoveº minor flaws. One is his portrait of Max DelbruÈ ck. Del-
mutants that are unable to perform the fly's intricate bruÈ ck figured prominently in Benzer's life and in the
courtship behavior properly, and ªMemoryº mutants book. If one gets the impression of DelbruÈ ck only from
that are unable to learn or remember. Of the three sto- this book, one may wonder why so many people had
ries, his telling of that of clock mutants is particularly been influenced so strongly by him. (From 1970±1977,
good. He gives an excellent account of the scientific I was a student with DelbruÈ ck and then a postdoc with
background, the improbable odds that Benzer's student Benzer at Caltech.) I don't think Weiner quite captured
Ron Konopka was able to isolate three mutants of the the essence of DelbruÈ ck; his immense intellect, his
first clock gene period among the first 200 candidates unique personality, his moral integrity, and his almost
he screened, and the many subsequent adventures and magical influence on people who came into contact with
misadventures on the road toward figuring out how the him. (Readers interested in this remarkable person may
period gene works. Weiner does a masterful job of laying want to read Horace Judson's The Eighth Day of Cre-
out all the skeptics' arguments: that the sense of time ation; Ernst Peter Fischer and Carol Lipson's Thinking
may be a piece of behavior too central and too compli- about Science; and Phage and the Origins of Molecular
cated to dissect through genetics; that one may not be Biology edited by John Cairns, Gunther Stent, and
able to find a clock mutant in the first place; that, even James Watson. I especially recommend John Cairns'
if one finds a clock mutant, one still may not have a clue brilliant preface of the expanded edition of the last book.)
what has gone wrong inside it; that maybe the mutants Another flaw is Weiner's treatment of Time, Love, and
are just sick flies, with something wrong with their Memory as three parallel and equal stories. It would have
housekeeping enzymes; and so on and so forth. been instructive if Weiner had provided more critical
To be fair, many of the skeptics' arguments were quite evaluation of the contribution that Drosophila behavioral
reasonable and raised legitimate concerns. In the 1970s, genetics made in each of the three areas. The study of
Benzer's group faced daunting limitations. The fly ner- period and additional clock mutants isolated subse-
vous system remained a black box. The tiny size of quently was an outstanding achievement because it pro-
the fly neurons made functional study of the fly brain vided a unique point of entry and a partial solution to a
extremely difficult, if not impossible, with the electro- deep problem. There is no question that the work in
physiological tools available at the time. It wasn't clear Drosophila points the way and provides the conceptual
how these mutants would actually unravel the secrets framework for the study of clocks in other organisms.
of Time, Love, and Memory. The prevailing skepticism By comparison, Drosophila has contributed less to the
was articulated forcefully by Gunther Stent in an influen- field of learning and memory. Although there were out-
tial 1981 Annual Review of Neuroscience article. standing insights such as Jerry Yin and Tim Tully's dis-
The situation changed dramatically as new techniques covery that repeated overexpression of CREB can dra-
became available. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, matically improve a fly's memory, a significant fraction
molecular biologists, especially David Hogness and his of the Drosophila work in learning and memory is deriva-
students, developed ways to clone fly genes. Gerry Ru- tive in nature. For instance, the early phase of the work
bin and Allan Spradling harnessed the P transposable was strongly influenced by the paradigm derived from
element as an extremely powerful molecular genetic the Aplysia work of Eric Kandel and others. Because
tool. These new tools provided a tremendous boost for there are many competing experimental systems, the
Drosophila researchers in general and behavioral genet-
jury is still out as to how much Drosophila work will
icists in particular. But by that time, Benzer had already
eventually contribute to the understanding of learning
shifted his interest once again. He began working on
and memory.neural development and has more recently focused on
Those minor flaws do not change the fact that this isneurodegeneration and longevity. But his former post-
a terrific book that will appeal to a wide range of readers.doc Jeff Hall, along with Mike Rosbash and Mike Young,
For young students, this book provides an example ofcontinued with the clock work. They were able to dem-
a great scientist who remains idealistic, generous, andonstrate that period does not encode some trivial
remarkably free of self-promotion. For older scientists,housekeeping enzyme; it is indeed a clock gene. Its level
it is inspiring to know that it is possible for a scientistoscillates over time. When introduced into a transgenic
to continue to do pioneering and important work forfly, it can alter the fly's sense of time. One by one,
more than 50 years. Benzer, now 78, is doing work asthe skeptics' objections were eliminated. When Benzer
interesting as ever.started his behavioral genetic work, he could not have
Finally, the book alluded that Benzer's career hoppinganticipated the later technical breakthrough that was
might have cost him a Nobel prize. With the benefit ofnecessary to overcome the uncertainties, yet he was
hindsight, one sees that awards don't always go to theundaunted. Benzer's attitude was articulated by his Cal-
most deserving people. Neither Charlie Chaplin nor Al-tech physicist colleague, Richard Feynman, ªWe scien-
fred Hitchcook ever won an Oscar for their films. Neithertists have a way of dealing with such problemsÐwe
James Joyce nor Leo Tolstoy received a Nobel prizeignore them, temporarily.º
in literature. My humble suggestion to the Committee:Weiner's book is very well-written and a joy to read.
By and large it is remarkably accurate. It provides vivid award one to Benzer, perhaps together with his good
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friend and counterpart Sydney Brenner who codiscov- distinct, and historically there have been many instances
where the two fields have had an extensive amount ofered mRNA and single handedly put C. elegans on the
interplay. Biochemistry is perhaps the most recognizedmap. They have made enormous and lasting contribu-
field at the interface of Chemistry and Biology, buttions to biology.
other fields have emerged out of the combination of
these two disciplines, namely Biological Chemistry,
Yuh-Nung Jan
Chemical Ecology, Bio-organic Chemistry and most re-
Departments of Physiology and Biochemistry
cently Chemical Biology. Biochemistry departments are
Howard Hughes Medical Institute
prolific and can be found in medical schools, as basic
University of California, San Francisco science departments, and even as divisions within Chem-
San Francisco, California 94143 istry departments. Biological Chemistry departments
are most often found in medical schools and appear
to include almost any area of biological research that
involves a molecular component, be that protein, DNA,
RNA or small molecule. Bio-organic Chemistry is mostThe Chemistry and Biology Interface:
often found in Chemistry departments and emerged asAn Emerging Field or an Old Friend?
an interface field at a time when it was believed that
enzyme mimicsÐmolecules that could potentially func-
Proteins, Enzymes, Genes: The Interplay tion as catalystsÐcould be designed to replace natural
of Chemistry and Biology enzymes. In the precloning era, enzymes were often
By Joseph S. Fruton difficult to isolate and mutagenesis was not a plausible
New Haven, CT: Yale University Press (1999). 784 pp. option. The development of PCR and molecular cloning
$45.00 techniques, however, has limited the need for enzyme
mimics, since protein evolution techniques have made
the development of proteins with a specific or alteredThe intrinsic relationship between chemistry and biology
function more easily than the chemical synthesis of thetranscends the formal division of scientific disciplines
enzyme mimics themselves. This field still thrives, how-as we know them today. Why then has the interface
ever, and has evolved into the study of molecular recog-between these fields remained an interface and not
nition and supramolecular chemistry.emerged as a distinct discipline? If we consider Biology
Chemical Biology is the youngest of the fields thatto be the study of life and life processes, and Chemistry
has emerged from the Chemistry and Biology interfaceas the study of molecular behavior, the importance of
and includes research that involves the synthetic manip-chemistry in biological processes is not always immedi-
ulation of chemical species, in order to study biologicalately evident. For example, the study of synthetic chem-
systems. The emphasis of this definition is on bothistry was considered orthogonal to Biology until the
ªchemical synthesisº and ªbiological systems,º sincechemical synthesis of urea proved that a component of
each represent a very distinct and mature science in
ªlifeº could be made in the laboratory. Since this time,
their own right. The beginnings can be traced to the
the challenge of synthesizing molecules of nature has
initial investigations of small-molecule mediated DNA
become so complex that the synthesis of one molecule
cleavage (Hertzberg and Dervan, 1982). This was fol-
is often the subject of many doctoral dissertations. This lowed by other breakthrough studies including the use
complexity has resulted in the development of Natural of antibodies, which rely on the transition-state analog
Product Synthesis as a distinct scientific discipline. model of enzyme catalysis to catalyze chemical reac-
Likewise, techniques for the isolation and biological tions (Lerner et al., 1991), the incorporation of unnatural
evaluation of natural products has become a fundamen- amino acids into recombinant proteins (Noren et al.,
tal subdiscipline in Biology, often referred to as Chemi- 1989; van Hest and Tirrell, 1998) and the elucidation of
cal Ecology. signal transduction using natural product probes (Rosen
The difference between these fields does not end with and Schreiber, 1992). More recent advances in Chemical
experimental technique, however, and these differences Biology include the synthesis of molecules to explore
can perhaps best be exemplified by the differences in cell recognition (Gordon et al., 1998), chemical modifica-
each scientist's approach to a scientific problem. To me tions of cellular surfaces (Mahal et al., 1997), the func-
it seems that biologically trained scientists often ask the tional cloning of natural product receptors (Sche et al.,
question ªwhy or how did nature evolve to its present 1999), the modification of ATP to explore kinase speci-
state?º while chemically trained scientists ask ªwhat ficity (Bishop et al., 1998), the synthesis of novel hor-
physical principle can we use to describe our observa- mone-binding compounds to explore nuclear hormone
tion?º This is not to say that the biologist does not deal receptor specificity and function (Chiellini et al., 1998),
with basic physical principles nor that the chemist does synthetic modifications of nucleotides to study RNA
not believe in evolution. But biological systems do structure and catalysis (Strobel, 1999), chemical in-
evolve and chemical systems do follow the laws of phys- ducers of signaling events (Crabtree and Schreiber,
ical principles, and these questions are a fundamental 1996), and the development of sequence specific DNA-
product of classical training in each respective field. binding small molecules (Dervan and Burli, 1999). These
Therefore, it is appropriate that each scientist asks the are only a few examples that are meant to be representa-
first question that is likely to provide a rationale for tive, not inclusive, of this emerging field. A common
observed behavior. element in these studies, however, is the systematic
manipulation of small molecules in order to addressIn nature, however, Chemistry and Biology are not
